Summer Camp of
Young Feminists of Europe !
The World March of Women is an international feminist action movement connecting grassroots groups
and organizations working to eliminate the causes at the root of poverty and violence against women.
We struggle against all forms of inequality and discrimination directed at women. Our values and
actions are directed at making political, economic and social change. They centre on the globalization of
solidarity; equality between women and men, among women themselves and between peoples; the
respect and recognition of diversity among women; the multiplicity of our strategies; the appreciation of
women's leadership; and the strength of alliances among women and with other progressive social
movements.
In 2010, it was the Third International Action of the March. In Europe, actions have been organised in
France, Basque country, Galice, Portugal, Greece, Switzerland, Turkey, Macedonia, Cyprius, Italy, in the
Balkans … the european action in Istanbul gathered 500 women from 22 countries.
In France as in Europe, we notice a neoliberal offensive, with the systematic breakin of public services
to more privatization and militarization of the fortress Europe. Women are concerned firstly and their
rights attacked. The growing poverty and inequalities weight mostly on women, still first responsible of
families.
In view of this wave we want to get organized !
Feminist movements of the different european countries are divers, in their structures, organisation and
courses of action. In all these countries, young women stand up and act to take over the feminist social
movement.
We want to energize the network of young feminist in europe. We want to propose a space of meeting
and political development, nice and friendly to prepare and lead together to the coming struggles.
We would like to organize an autonomous camp of young feminist, in France next summer. For about 10
days, it would be about knowing each other, exchange on our political visions at local, national,
european and international levels, and express new wishes and projects. We would like to tackle topics
as political repression of feminist and lesbian movements, merchandisation of bodies, religious
integrisms, growth of destitution and poverty, militarization …
We want to organize this event with you ! The project needs your proposal and motivation to come true !
We'll have to work together on topics we want to tackle. We'll have to find money to allow a lot of young
feminist among europe to join the camp. We'll have to contact groups of young feminist in countries
where the march is not organized yet. We'll have to work closely, learn to know each other to make an
event like us.
This way, we wish to reinforce the european coordination of the World March of Women. Because the
local and national struggles cannot be enough to oppose to the neoliberal global offensive, we want to
reinforce the empowerment of the young feminists in Europe. We wish to be organized to be able to
assume our rights, fight against injustices and build a world like us.
Women on the March Until We are all Free!
Contact : mmfjeunes@gmail.com

